Influence of pectin fine structure on the mechanical properties of calcium-pectin and acid-pectin gels.
The in vitro and in vivo functionality of the anionic plant polysaccharide pectin depends not only on the amount of ion-binding groups attached to the polymer but also on the distribution of such groups along the backbone. It has been proposed recently that information regarding this intramolecular distribution can be quantified by defining a degree of blockiness (DB or DB(abs)), and the usefulness of such measures in discriminating qualitatively between pectins originating from different sources has been demonstrated. Despite this, the value of these parameters in predicting the pseudoequilibrium elastic modulus of gels remains untested. This study seeks to address this problem through the sourcing and in-house modification of a variety of pectins in order to produce a library of distinct representative fine structures. These were subsequently characterized in terms of their relevant properties, including the determination of the proposed DB and DB(abs), and the formation of gels of these samples was monitored using small deformation mechanical spectroscopy. In addition to ionotropic calcium gels the effect of the fine structure on acid gelation was also studied.